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THE LIFE AND WORK OF AMOS PEASLEE BROWN

EDGIAR T. WIIERRY

Wuhington, D. C.

A nnw months ago a brief note announeed to our readers the
passing away of Professdr Amos P. Brown, of the Univer,.qity of
Pennsllvanil. It is fitting that a pa,ge or two be devoted here to
a sket-ch of his life and scientific caieer. Ile was born in Ger-

1917.
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and presenting it in an instructive, interesting, and inspiringwey,
I recall how lucidly he diseussed isomorphism, the field in which
he was later to make his greatest contribution to science, and
pointed out what must be its significance in connection with
molecular structure (which has since been found to be substan-
tially correct by x-ray studies). He was very familiar with the
geology of the region around Philadelphia, and felt strongly that
such maps as had been published, while they might be correct in
many details, were lacking in breadth of interpretation of the
interrelations between the various formations.

Professor Brown's contributious to science were not numerous
nor with one exception of great importance. His thesis for the
doctor's degree, above mentioned, represented real pioneer work
in the study of mineral constitution, altho the conclusions drawn
are now known to have been unjustified, owing to misinterpre-
tation of the influence of some of the constituents of the minerals
and solutions. The text-book used in his classes, " Mineralogy
Simplified," was almost entirely his own work, altho, being based
origrnally on another book with the same title, its authorship was
credited to "Erni and Brown." Ile started a compilation of the
economic minerals of Pennsylvania, but being forced by ill
health to give it up, it was completed by his assistant, Dr.
Frederick Ehrenfeld; and as simultaneously the latter had to take
over the presentation of most of Dr. Brown's lectures in the de-
partment, he was unable to prepare as complete or accurate a
work as might have been desirable by the time the Topographic
and Geologic Survey Commission of the State was ready to
proceed with its publication.

The work for which Professor Brown will be longest remelll-
bered and admired was that on the crystallography of the hemo-
globins, a huge quarto volume published by the Carnegie Insti-
tution, of which Dr. E. T. Reichert, of the medical department
of the University of Pennsylvania, was a joint author, contrib-
uting the biological matter included. Crystallized hemoglobin
derivatives were prepa,red from the blood of a number of dif-
ferent animals, and studied under the "petrographic" micro-
scope, determinations being made of the interfacial angles, and
from them the systems and axial ratios of the substanees, as well
as of optical properties in many cases. The measurement of
thousands of angles in this way was in itself a formidable under-

that he was pe$xlnelly acquainted with but few modern petrogra-
phers, and gained his knowledge of the methods almost entirely
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indeed a loss from the all too limited group of American min-
eralogists.

SOME MINERALS FROM THE STANLEY ANTIMONY
MINE, IDAHO

EARI, V. SHANNON

Nal:ional Arrng
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